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KENYA'S DOMESTIC SERVICE SECTOR

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In Kenya the service sector is very important in that, for example in
->r more than 50 per cent of total wage employment and more flu™
wuiungB. in terms of ODP the service sector contributed more than 40 per

The service sector covers both public and public sectors as well as monetary

SS"7"^^PUWiC SCCtOr C°VerS Central Government SSP*and parastatal organizations.

The main elements in the service sectors are Tourism which covers hotel anrf
immigration statistics; transport and communications- finance m^cT
and business services; ownership of dwelling units; and other service whLi i
among others administration, defense, education and health service in public
well as community and social services in the private sector.

11 ., ♦• ♦- °ata,in tke domestic ^rvice sector are collected using various methods Hotel
statist and national parks and game reserves statistics are collected uTing mail
STJ^^«coIIected -"* Ration crlsTl
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Having said this, it safe to say that for primary data we normally use either mail
quest.onna.res or enumerators. For secondary data we use routinerecords

beea used to coIlect

- Hotel statistics survey

- Visitors expenditure survey
- National parks survey
- Rental survey

- Informal sector survey (urban areas)
- Distribution and services

- Business expectation enquiries



Due to various constraints, some of these survey have not been carried out
lately and so we normally estimate the figures.
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but we have no funds to do so
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surveys on behave of these institutions.
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H. METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION

The different sub-actors of the service sector use different
■ethods of data collection.
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are carried out.

The major surveys for rnlirt»f

oe the following:-

- Survey of employment and earnings

- Hotel statistics survey

- ViBitors expenditure survey

- national Parka Survey

- Rental survey

- Informal sector survey

- Distribution and service* survey

- Business expectation enquiries

°« to various constrain,, SOfflG of these
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